Sol gel method performed for biomedical products implementation.
Sol-gel technology is an impressive and instructive innovation in science that necessitates a multidisciplinary approach for its important applications in the practice. An important peculiarity of the sol gel technology is the possibility to control the mechanism and kinetics of the chemical reactions, thus monitoring the final structure (particle size, porosity, thin layer thickness) of the materials. The low processing temperature combined with the intrinsic bio-compatibility and environmental friendliness of the implied components makes it an ideal method applied in different biomedical purposes: the synthesis of porous matrices for entrapping of organic and inorganic compounds, sensor molecules, enzymes and many other biological molecules, selective coatings for optical and electrochemical biosensors, stationary phases for chromatography, immunoadsorbent and solid-phase extraction materials, controlled release agents, solid-phase biosynthesis, and unique matrices for biophysical studies. It is therefore the scope of this review to provide a few insights of the recent progresses made in sol-gel-based materials for biomedical applications.